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Abstract
In this paper two new graph operations are introduced, and with them
the S-trees are studied in depth. This allows to find t´1, 0, 1u-basis for
all the fundamental subspaces of the adjacency matrix of any tree, and to
understand in detail the matching structure of any tree.
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1. Introduction
Collatz and Sinogowitz [14] and Schwenk and Wilson [8] posed the prob-
lem of characterizing all singular and nonsingular graphs. This problem
is very difficult. At present, only some particular cases are know, see the
excellent survey [6]. On the other hand, this problem is very interesting
in chemistry, because, as has been shown in Longuet-higgins [8], the occur-
rence of a zero eigenvalue of a bipartite graph (corresponding to an alternant
hydrocarbon) indicates the chemical instability of the molecule which such
graph represents.
In recent years there has been a growing interest on the structure of
null space of incidence and adjacency matrices of graphs, see [3], [1], [13].
In particular the existence of t1, 0, 1u-bases has attracted more attention,
since these kind of bases are usually sparse and easy to handle from the
computational point of view. In 2004, in his PhD thesis Sander proposed
the following Conjecture: The null space of the adjacency matrix of every
forest has a t1, 0, 1u-basis, see [12]. This was fully answered in [11] and [1].
In this paper the S-trees are study in deep. They were introduced by
Jaume and Molina in [7] in order to settle the Null Decomposition of trees,
see Section 3. They allow to fully understand the matching structure, and
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encodes the null space (and then the nullity) of any tree, thus S-tree is a new
way of characterizing all singular trees. They allow to give another proof
of the Sander’s problem. The S-part of any tree give an easy way to build
t´1, 0, 1u-bases for the null space and the range of any tree. The basis that
we found for the null space of a tree are pretty similar to the basis given by
the FOX algorithm of Sander and Sander [11]. But our constructive linear
algebra approach is different from [11] and from the existential approach of
[1]. It is interesting to note that recently, in [2], a more general question has
been asked: For which graphs is there a t1, 0, 1u-basis for the null space?
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we set up notation
and terminology, and also review some of the standard facts on graphs. In
Section 3 we give the definition of S-tree, the null decomposition, and a brief
summary of the relevant results of [7]. There is just one result is new in this
section: Theorem 3.15. Section 4 deal with two new graph operations over
trees: stellare and S-coalescence. They are closed on S-trees and allow us
to think about S-trees without linear algebra. Section 5 is concerned with
the notion of S-atoms, they are the bricks with which all the S-trees are
made. Section 6 is concerned with the notion of S-basic, they encode all the
information needed to obtain a t´1, 0, 1u-basis of a tree. Finally in Section
7 we study the fundamental subspaces associated to the adjacency matrix
of any tree and we give t´1, 0, 1u-bases for all of them.
2. Basics and notation
The material in this section is standard. Our recommendation is that
you begin to read the paper by the next section, and return to this section
whether you have any doubt about notation.
In this work we will only consider finite, loopless, simple, connected
graphs. Let G be a graph:
1. V pGq is the set of vertices of G, and vpGq “ |V pGq| denote its cardi-
nality.
2. Let S Ă V pGq, the subgraph induced by S in G is denoted by GxSy.
With G ´ S we denote the subgraph of G obtained by deleting the
vertices in S. We usually just write G ´ v instead of G ´ tvu, for
v P V pGq.
3. EpGq is the set of edges of G, and epGq “ |EpGq|, its cardinality.
4. Let u „ v denote that two vertices u and v of G are neighbors: tu, vu P
EpGq.
5. Let NGpvq denote the set of neighbors of v in G, if G is clear from the
context we just write Npvq. The closed neighborhood of v is N rvs “
Npvq Y tvu. For S Ă V pGq the closed neighborhood of S is
N rSs :“
ď
uPS
N rus
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6. Let degpvq, the degree of v, denote the cardinality of Npvq.
7. A vertex v of G is a pendant vertex if degpvq “ 1.
8. ApGq is the adjacency matrix of G, if G is clear from the context we
drop G and just write A.
9. The rank of G is the rank of its adjacency matrix: rkpGq :“ rkpApGqq.
10. The null space of G is the null space of its adjacency matrix: N pGq :“
N pApGqq.
11. The nullity of G is the nullity of its adjacency matrix: nullpGq :“
nullpApGqq.
12. The spectrum of G is the set of different eigenvalues of ApGq, and it
will be denoted by σpGq. Given an eigenvalue λ P σpGq the eigenspace
associated to λ, denoted by EλpGq, will be called λ-eigenspace of G.
13. A set S of vertices is an independent set if no two vertices in S are
adjacent. αpGq denote the independence number of G, the cardinality
of a maximum independent set. A setS Ă V pGq is a total dominating
set og G if every vertex in G is adjacent to some vertex of S.
14. A matching M in G is a set of pairwise non-adjacent edges; that is,
no two edges in M share a common vertex. A vertex is saturated by
a matching, if it is an endpoint of one of the edges in the matching.
Otherwise the vertex is non-saturated. The matching number of T ,
denoted νpT q, is the cardinality of a maximum matching. The number
of maximum matchings in G is mpGq.
15. A set S Ă V is a dominating set of G if each vertex in V pGq is either
in S or is adjacent to a vertex in S. The domination number γpGq is
the minimun cardinality of a dominating set of G.
16. A graph G is bipartite if its vertices can be partitioned in two sets in
such a way that no edge join two vertices in the same set.
Let θ denote the null-vector of a given vector space. Given matrix A,
its transpose will be denoted by At. As usual, rks “ t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ku. We usually
think vectors as functions from the set of vertices of a graph to a field
(typically R), thus, given a graph G, RG denote the vector space of all the
real functions from V pGq to R, this vector space has dimension vpGq.
3. S-trees and null decomposition of trees
The S-trees and the null decomposition of trees were introduced in [7].
Here a brief resume of the results in [7] that are needed for the present work.
Definition 3.1 ([7]). Let x be a vector of Rn, the support of x is
SuppRnpxq :“ tv P rns : xv ‰ 0u
Let S be a subset of Rn, then the support of S is
SuppRnpSq :“
ď
xPS
SuppRnpxq
3
The cardinality of an support is denoted by suppRnp˚q :“ | SuppRnp˚q|.
In this paper only the support of null space of a tree (i.e. the null space
of the adjacency matrix of trees) is considered. Thus SupppT q stands for
SuppT pN pT qq. Similarly, supppT q stands for suppT pN pT qq.
Lemma 3.2 (Lemma 7, [9]). Let W be a subspace of Rn with dimension
d ą 0. Then there exists a basis tw1, . . . , wdu of W satisfying
SuppRnpwiq “ SuppRnpW q
for all i “ 1, . . . , d.
Definition 3.3 ([7]). A tree S is an S-tree if N
“
SupppSq‰ “ V pSq.
The tree T in Figure 1 is an S-tree.
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Figure 1: T is an S-tree
The adjacency matrix of T , given in Figure 1 is:
ApT q “
»——————————–
0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
It is obvious that 0 P σpT q, and that tp0, 1, 0, 0,´1, 0, 0, 1qt, p0, 0, 1, 0,´1, 0, 0, 1qt
, p0, 0, 0, 1,´1, 0, 0, 1qt, p0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,´1qtu is a base of the 0-eigenspace of
T . Thus SupppT q “ t2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8u and
N
“
SupppT q‰ “ N rt2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8us “ V pT q
Definition 3.4 ([7]). Let S be an S-tree. The core of S, denoted by CorepSq,
is defined to be S:
CorepSq :“ NpSupppSqq
A vertex v is called a core-vertex of an S-tree S if v P CorepSq. We will
denote by corepSq the cardinality of CorepSq.
The tree of order 1 is an S-tree, the unique S-tree without core.
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Theorem 3.5 ([7]). Let S be an S-tree, then αpSq “ supppT q and SupppSq
is the unique maximum independent set of T .
We denote withMpGq the set of all maximum matchings of a graphs G,
and mpGq :“ |MpGq|.
Theorem 3.6 ([7]). If S is a S-Tree, then νpSq “ corepSq. Furthermore
CorepSq is the unique minimum vertex cover of S, and for all M P MpSq,
and for all e PM we have that |eX CorepSq| “ 1.
Let M be a matching in a graph G, in what follows, V pMq stands for
the set of vertices of M .
Lemma 3.7 ([7]). Let S be an S-tree. If v P SupppT q, then there exists
M PMpSq such that v R V pMq.
A tree N is non-singular tree, N-tree for short, if its adjacency matrix
ApNq is invertible. Thus N is a N-tree if and only if N has a perfect
matching, see [4]. By Ko¨nig-Egerva´ry Theorem, if N is a N-tree, αpNq “
vpNq
2 .
Definition 3.8 ([7]). Let T be a tree. The S-Set of T, denoted by FSpT q,
is defined to be the set of connected components of the forest induced by the
closed neighbor of SupppT q in T :
FSpT q :“ tS : S is a connected component of T
@
N
“
SupppT q‰Du
The N-set of T, denoted by FN pT q, is defined to be the set of connected
components of the forest that memains after taking away the S-set:
FN pT q :“ tN : N is a connected component of T zFSpT qu
The pair of sets pFSpT q,FN pT qq is called the null decomposition of T .
We think the sets FSpT q and FN pT q as forests. Thus EpFSpT qq is the
set of edges of all trees in FSpT q. With V pFN pT qq we denote the set of
vertices of all trees in FN pT q. Even some times we talk about the S-forest
FSpT q instead of S-set, and the about the N-forest FN pT q instead of N-set.
The tree of order 1 is never part of the null decomposition of any other
tree.
By construction, for any tree T there is a set of edges in EpT q that
are neither edges of FSpT q nor of FN pT q. They are called the connection
edges of T , and the set of all of them is denoted ConnEpT q:
ConnEpT q :“ EpT qz pEpFSpT qq Y EpFN pT qqq
Note that for all e P ConnEpT q, we have that e X V pFSpT qq ‰ H and e X
V pFN pT qq ‰ H. Given S P FSpT q and N P FN pT q we say that S and N
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are adjacent parts, denoted by S „ N , if there exists e P ConnEpT q such
that eX V pSq ‰ H and eX V pNq ‰ H.
For example, consider the tree in Figure 2, its S-forest is
FSpT q “ tT xt1, 2, 3uy, T xt4, 5, 6, 7, 8uy, T xt9, 10, 11, 12uyu “ tS1, S2, S3u
and its N-forest is
FN pT q “ tT xt13, 14uy, T xt15, 16, 17, 18uyu “ tN1, N2u
2 1 13 14 4
3
16 15
7
5910
12
18
17 8
6
11
S1 S2
S3
N1
N2
Figure 2: Null decomposition of a tree T
Let x be a vector whose components are indexed by the vertices of a tree
T , and S Ă V pT q, then xåTS is the vector that we obtain when x is restricted
to the coordinates associated to S. For example, let
xt “ p1, 2, . . . , 18q
be a vector whose coordinates are indexed by the vertices of the tree T in
Figure 2, then
pxåTS2qt “ p4, 5, 6, 7, 8q
Let U,W, and G be graphs such that U ď W ď G, and let x P RG then
pxåGWqåWU“ xåGU .
For any n-graph G and any m-induced-sugbraph H ď G, given x P RH
whose coordinates are indexed by V pHq, by xäGH we denoted the lift of x to
a vector of RG and it is carried out in the following way:
• for any u P V pT qzV pHq, pxäGHqu “ 0.
• for any u P V pHq, pxäGHqu “ xu.
For example, let
xt “ p1, 2, 3, 4q
be a vector of RS3 . Consider the tree T and the subtree S3, see Figure 2,
then
pxäTS3qt “ p0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0q
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Theorem 3.9 ([7]). Let T be a tree. The S-set FSpT q of T is a set of
S-trees.
Let T be a tree, the core of T , denoted by CorepT q, is the set
CorepT q :“
ď
SPFSpT q
CorepSq “ NpSupppT qq
As before, corepT q “ | CorepT q|.
Proposition 3.10 ([7]). Let T be a tree, then
N pT q “ à
SPFSpT q
N pSqäTS
Hence nullpT q “ řSPFSpT q nullpSq.
From [5] we know that the rank of the adjacency matrix of a tree equals
two times the matching number of T : rkpAq “ 2νpT q.
Theorem 3.11 ([7]). Let T be a tree, the N-set FN pT q of T is a set of
N-trees.
Corollary 3.12 ([7]). Let T be a tree, and a maximum matching M P
MpT q. Then M X ConnEpT q “ H, and for all e PM |eX CorepT q| ď 1.
Corollary 3.13 ([7]). Let T be a tree, then
νpT q “ corepT q ` vpFN pT qq
2
αpT q “ supppT q ` vpFN pT qq
2
Corollary 3.14 ([7]). Let T be a tree, then
mpT q “
ź
SPFSpT q
mpSq
Now a new result.
Theorem 3.15. Let T b a tree. Then
rkpT q “ 2 corepT q ` vpFN pT qq
nullpT q “ supppT q ´ corepT q
Proof. From [5] we know that the rank of the adjacency matrix of T equals
two times the matching number of T , and from [7] we know that νpT q “
corepT q ` 12vpFN pT qq. Hence rkpT q “ 2 corepT q ` vpFN pT qq. On the other
hand, again from [7], we know that n, the order of T , equals vpFSpT qq `
vpFN pT qq, and that vpFSpT qq “ corepT q`supppT q. As nullpT q “ n´rkpT q,
we obtain nullpT q “ supppT q ´ corepT q.
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Corollary 3.16. Let T be a tree. Then νpT q “ αpT q ´ nullpT q.
Proof. By Corollary 3.13 and Theorem 3.15
νpT q “ corepT q ` vpFN pT qq
2
“ corepT q ` αpT q ´ supppT q
“ αpT q ´ nullpT q
4. Graph operations closed over S-trees
Now we will define two graph operations under which S-trees are closed.
These operations are important because they allow to think about S-trees
without finding null spaces.
4.1. Stellare
Definition 4.1. Let G be a labeled graph of order n, with labels rns. The
˚pk1, . . . , knq-stellare of G is the graph obtained by adding ki ě 2 pendant
vertices to vertex i of G. With ˚G we denote an arbitrary stellare of G.
1
2
3
4
5 6
(a) A tree T
1,0
2,0
3,0
4,0
5,0 6,0
2,2
2,32,1
1,2
1,2
1,1
1,4 3,2
3,33,1
6,2
6,3
6,15,1
5,2
4,1
4,2
(b) ˚p4, 3, 3, 2, 2, 3qT
Figure 3: ˚p4, 3, 3, 2, 2, 3qT is an stellare tree of T
Theorem 4.2. Let T be a tree, then ˚T is an S-tree, Corep˚T q “ V pT q, and
Suppp˚T q “ V p˚T qzV pT q.
Proof. Take v P V p˚T qzV pT q, by definition of stellare there exists u P V pT q
and w P V p˚T q such that u „ v, the vertices v, w are neighbors of u in ˚T ,
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and w R V pT q. Let x be a vector of R˚T , such that
xi “
$&%
1 if i “ v,
´1 if i “ w,
0 otherwise.
Clearly Ap˚T qx “ θ. Hence V p˚T qzV pT q Ă Suppp˚T q. By stellare definition
we have that N rV p˚T qzV pT qs “ V p˚T q. Hence we conclude that ˚T is an
S-tree, Corep˚T q “ V pT q, and Suppp˚T q “ V p˚T qzV pT q.
Corollary 4.3. Given a tree T with labels rns, and a list of vpT q integers
greater or equals to 2: k1, . . . , kvpT q. Then
1. nullp˚pk1, . . . , knqT q “ řni“1 ki´n ě n ě nullpT q, where equality holds
if and only if n “ 1 and k1 “ 2.
2. rkp˚T q “ 2n ą rkpT q.
3. αp˚pk1, . . . , knqT q “ řni“1 ki ě 2n ą αpT q.
4. νp˚T q “ n ą νpT q.
5. mp˚pk1, . . . , knqT q “śni“1 ki.
6. γp˚T q “ n ą γpT q, and V pT q is the only minimum (and total, if
n ě 2) dominating set of any ˚T .
Proof. The statements 1 and 2 follow from Theorem 3.15 and Theorem 4.2.
Statements 3 follows from Theorem 3.15, Theorem 4.2, and Theorem
3.5.
Statements 4 and 5 follow from Theorem 3.15, Theorem 4.2, and Theo-
rem 3.6.
Statement 6 is clear.
Let T be a tree, and U Ă V pT q, we set
eU :“
ÿ
vPU
ev (1)
where ev P RT , with pevqu “ 1 if u “ v, and 0 otherwise.
Definition 4.4. Let v P CorepT q, the v-bouquet of T , denoted by Rpvq, is
Rpvq :“ tu P SupppT q : u „ vu
Lemma 4.5. Let T be a tree and ˚T an stellare of T . Then the set of
vectors of R˚T
B :“ tev, eRpvq P R˚T : v P V pT qu
where Rpvq is the v-bouquet of ˚T , is a basis of R p˚T q.
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Proof. As rkp˚T q “ 2vpT q we only need to prove that the columns of the
adjacency matrix of ˚T are linear combinations of the vectors of B. Let
v P V p˚T q with Av we denote the column of Ap˚T q associated to the vertex
v. Thus, if v P Suppp˚T q, then Av “ ew, where w P Corep˚T q “ V pT q and
w „ v. If v P Corep˚T q “ V pT q, then
Av “ eRpvq `
ÿ
wPV pT q
w„v
ew
Given a tree T with labels rns. The stellare labeling of ˚pk1, . . . , knqT
is the set
tpu,wq : u P rns, and w P t0, 1, . . . , kuuu
where the vertices label with pu, 0q are core vertices of ˚T , i.e. V pT q, and
the vertices label with pu,wq, where w P t1, . . . , kuu are supported vertices
of ˚T , which are neighbors of u. See Figure 3.
Lemma 4.6. Let T be a tree of order n and ˚pk1, . . . , knqT an stellare of T .
Then the following set of vectors is a basis of null space of ˚pk1, . . . , knqT
B :“ t~bpi, jq P R˚T : i P rns, j P t2, . . . , kiuu
where
~bpi, jqpu,wq “
$&%
1 if u “ i and w “ 1,
´1 if u “ i and w “ j,
0 otherwise.
Proof. The set B is a set of linear independent vectors. A direct computation
shows that Ap˚T q~b “ θ for all ~b P B. As |B| “ suppp˚T q ´ corep˚T q, then
by Theorem 3.15 the set B is a basis of the null space of ˚pk1, . . . , knqT .
4.2. S-coalescence
Definition 4.7. Let S1, . . . , Sk be k S-trees. Let vi P SupppSiq, for each
i P rks. The S-coalescence of pS1, v1q, . . . , pSk, vkq, denoted by
kæ
i“1
pSi, viq
is the tree obtained by identifying each supported vertex vi with a new vertex
v˚. Let NSipviq be the neighborhood of vi in Si, then
Æk
i“1pSi, viq is the tree
with set of vertices
V
˜
kæ
i“1
pSi, viq
¸
“
˜ ď
1ďiďk
pV pSiqztviuq
¸
Y tv˚u
10
v1
v2v3
(a) Three S-trees S1,S2
and S3
v˚
(b)
3Æ
i“1
pSi, viq
Figure 4: coalescence
and set of edges
E
˜
kæ
i“1
pSi, viq
¸
“ ttu, v˚u : u P NSipviqu Y
kď
i“1
EpSiqzttu, viu : u P NTipviqu
The following theorem prove that S-trees are closed under S-coalescence.
Theorem 4.8. Let S1, . . . , Sk be k S-trees, and vi P SupppSiq. Then Æki“1pSi, viq
is an S-tree.
Proof. Let T “ Æki“1pSi, viq. By Lemma 3.2, for every i P rks there exists
a vector xpiq P N pSiq such that SuppSipxpiqq “ SupppSiq, and without loss of
generality xpiqvi “ 1. Now we define the vector y P RT as:
yåTSi ´ vi“ xpiqåSiSi ´ vi
for each i P rks, and yv˚ “ 1, where v˚ is the new vertex, which substitutes
vertices v1, . . . , vk. Let j P V pSi ´ viq. Then
pApT qyqj “ pApSiqxpiqqj “ 0
and clearly,
pApT qyqv˚ “
kÿ
i“1
pApSiqxpiqqvi “ 0
Hence
tv˚u Y
˜
kď
i“1
SupppSiqztviu
¸
Ă SupppT q
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Thus
N rSupppT qs “ V pT q
This prove that T “Æki“1pSi, viq is an S-tree.
Corollary 4.9. Let S1, . . . , Sk be k S-trees, and vi P SupppSiq for i P rks.
Then
1. CorepÆki“1pSi, viqq “ Ťki“1 CorepSiq.
2. corepÆki“1pSi, viqq “ řki“1 corepSiq.
3. SupppÆki“1pSi, viqq “ tv˚uŤki“1 `SupppSiqztviu˘.
4. supppÆki“1pSi, viqq “ 1´ k `řki“1 supppSiq.
5. rkpÆki“1pSi, viqq “ řki“1 rkpSiq.
6. nullpÆki“1pSi, viqq “ 1´ k `řki“1 nullpSiq.
7. νpÆki“1pSi, viqq “ řki“1 νpSiq.
8. mpÆki“1pSi, viqq ăśki“1mpSiq.
9. αpÆki“1pSi, viqq “ 1´ k `řki“1 αpSiq.
Proof. Clearly 1 and 4 follow from 3, and 2 follows from 1. On another
hand, 5 follows from 2 and Theorem 3.15. The statement 6 follows from 2,
4, and 5. The stament 7 follows from Theorem 3.6 and 2. Finally 9 follows
from Corollary 3.13 and 4.
In order to prove 3 let y P SupppÆki“1pSi, viqq, without loss of generality
we assume that yv˚ “ 1. As
ApSiq
`pyåÆki“1pSi, viqSi ´ vi qäSiSi ´ vi `evi˘ “ θ
where evi is a canonical vector of RSi . Then
Suppp
kæ
i“1
pSi, viqq Ă tv˚u Y
˜
kď
i“1
SupppSiqztviu
¸
and hence, by the proof of Theorem 4.8, 3 follows.
To prove 8, just note that there is an injection between the maximum
matchings of
Æk
i“1pSi, viq and
śk
i“1MpSiq. Let M PMp
Æk
i“1pSi, viqq, let
ui P V pSiq such that tui, v˚u PM , then
M ´ tui, v˚u ` tui, viu P
kź
i“1
MpSiq
But this injection is no onto. Let Mpiq P MpSiq such that vi P V pMpiqq.
No M PMpÆki“1pSi, viqq can reach śki“1Mpiq.
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uv
T puÑ vq
Figure 5: T and T puÑ vq.
Let T be a tree, and u, v P V pT q, here and subsequently, T pu Ñ vq
stands for the following subtree of T :
T puÑ vq :“ T xtx P V pT q : v P V puPTxquy
The set of all supported vertices with degree greater than 1 carries struc-
tural information about trees.
Definition 4.10. Let T be a tree. Then
IntSupppT q :“ tv P SupppT q : degpvq ą 1u
Theorem 4.11. Let S be a S-tree such that IntSupppSq ‰ H. Then S is an
S-coalescence of S-trees.
Proof. Let v P IntSupppSq. Consider the neighbors of v: Npvq “ tu1, u2, . . . , uku.
From T we obtain a forest F with k trees. Vertices of F are
V pF q :“ tv1˚ , v2˚ , . . . , vd˚u Y V pSqzv
Edges of F are
EpF q :“ ttui, vi˚ u : 1 ď i ď ku Y pEpSqzttui, vu : 1 ď i ď kuq
Let call Spvi˚ q to the tree of F that contains the vertex vi˚ . Let y P N pSq,
and x a vector of RSpv˚i q such that x åSpvi˚ qSpv Ñ uiq“ y åSSpv Ñ uiq, and xv˚i “ yv. For
j P V pSpvi˚ qqztvi˚ u is clear that for each i P rks
pApSpvi˚ qqxqj “ pApSqyqj “ 0
and that
pApSpvi˚ qqxqv˚i “ 0
Hence tvi˚ uY
`
SupppSq X V pSpvi˚ q
˘ Ă SupppSpvi˚ qq. ThereforeN rSupppSpvi˚ qs “
V pSpvi˚ qq. Thus Spvi˚ q is an S-tree. Clearly S “
Æk
i“1pSi, vi˚ q.
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We can apply the former decomposition | IntSupppSq| times in order to
get the set of stellare trees that form the given S-tree S.
5. S-atoms
In [7] it was proved that the number of maximum matchings of a tree T
depends on its S-forest:
mpT q “
ź
SPFSpT q
mpSq
Now we will give a refinement of this result in terms of S-atoms.
Definition 5.1. Let S be a S-tree, the A-set of S, denoted by FApSq, is
the set of all connected components that remains after taking away all the
edges between core vertices.
(a) S (b) FApSq
Figure 6: An S-tree S and its A-set FApSq.
We usually think FApSq as a forest, so V pFApSqq is the set of vertices
of FApSq looked as forest, etc. Even we say sometimes A-forest instead of
A-set.
Theorem 5.2. Let S be a S-tree. The A-set of S is a set of S-trees. Let
A P FApSq, then CorepAq “ CorepSq X V pAq, and SupppAq “ SupppSq X V pAq.
Proof. Let A P FApSq, and x P N pSq such that SupppSq “ SuppSpxq, see
Lemma 7 in [9]. As xu “ 0 for all u P CorepSq, it is easy to check that
ApAqxåTA“ θ. Hence SupppSqXV pAq Ă SupppAq Ă V pAq. Let v P CorepSqXA,
then there exists u P SupppSq such that u „ v. By definition of A-forest, u P
V pAq. Thus v P N rSupppSqXV pAqs. Therefore V pAq Ă N rSupppSqXV pAqs.
Hence N rSupppSq X V pAqs “ V pAq.
Corollary 5.3. Let S be and S-tree, then SupppSq “ ŤAPFApSq SupppAq and
CorepSq “ ŤAPFApSq CorepAq.
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Proof. As V pSq “ SupppSqYCorepSq and these sets are disjoint, by Theorem
5.2
vpSq “ supppSq ` corepSq
ě
ÿ
APFApSq
supppAq `
ÿ
APFApSq
corepAq
“
ÿ
APFApSq
vpAq
“ vpSq
from where the corollary follows.
Definition 5.4. An S-tree A is an S-atom if FApAq “ A, i.e., A has no
edges between core vertices.
Corollary 5.5. Let S be a S-tree, the A-set of S is a set of S-atoms.
Now we study some properties of S-atoms. The first one is a direct
consequence of the definitions of S-coalescence and S-atom.
Proposition 5.6. S-atoms are closed under S-coalescence.
The next proposition shows that in S-atoms the core and the support
form a bipartition.
Proposition 5.7. Let A be an S-atom. Then A is pCorepAq, SupppAqq-
bipartite.
Proof. The proposition follows from the next clear statements:
1. If u, v P CorepAq, then dpu, vq is even.
2. If u, v P SupppAq, then dpu, vq is even.
3. If u P CorepAq and v P SupppAq, then dpu, vq is odd.
The maximum degree of all the core vertices in an S-atom A will be
denoted by ∆corepAq. It provides a lower bound for the nullity of A.
Theorem 5.8. Let A be an S-atom. Then nullpAq ě ∆corepAq ´ 1
Proof. Let A an S-atom, and u P CorepAq such that degpuq “ ∆corepAq. It is
clear that:
supppAq ě ∆corepAq `
ÿ
vPCorepAq
dpv,uq“2
1`
ÿ
vPCorepAq
dpv,uq“4
1` ¨ ¨ ¨ `
ÿ
vPCorepAq
dpv,uq“diampAq´2
1
“ ∆corepAq ` pcorepAq ´ 1q
Then, by Theorem 3.15, nullpAq “ supppAq ´ corepAq ě ∆corepAq ´ 1.
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By construction, for any S-tree S there is a set of edges in EpSq that are
not edges of any S-atom of FApSq. This edges are called the bond edges
of S, and it is denoted by BondEpT q:
BondEpT q :“ EpSqzEpFApSqq
Given A1,A2 P FApSq we say that A1 and A2 are adjacent atoms, denoted
by A1 „ A2, if there exists e P BondEpT q such that e X V pA1q ‰ H and
eX V pA1q ‰ H.
Proposition 5.9. Let S be an S-tree, and M PMpT q. Then MXBondEpSq “
H.
Proof. It follows from Corollary 3.12.
The set of bond edges of an arbitrary tree T is defined by
BondEpT q :“
ď
SPFSpT q
BondEpSq
Theorem 5.10. Let S be a S-tree. Then
mpSq “
ź
APFApT q
mpAq
Proof. By Theorem 3.6, a maximum matching M on S does not have any
edge between two core vertices. By Corollary 5.3 the next two statements
hold:
• If M PMpSq, then for all A P FApSq holds M X EpAq PMpAq.
• Let MA PMpAq for A P FApSq, then M “ ŤAPFApSqMA PMpSq.
This implies that mpSq “śAPFApT qmpAq.
Corollary 5.11. Let T be a tree. Then
mpT q “
ź
APFApT q
mpAq
Theorem 5.12. Let S be an S-tree. Then
1. nullpSq “ řAPFApSq nullpAq.
2. rkpSq “ řAPFApSq rkpAq.
Proof. By Theorem 3.15 and Corollary 5.3
nullpSq “ supppSq ´ corepSq
“
ÿ
APFApSq
supppAq ´
ÿ
APFApSq
corepAq
“
ÿ
APFApSq
nullpAq
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and, as in S-trees in general and S-atoms in particular holds that the rank
is two times the cardinality of the core
rkpSq “ vpSq ´ nullpSq
“ psupppSq ` corepSqq ´ psupppSq ´ corepSqq
“ 2 corepSq
“ 2
ÿ
APFApSq
corepAq
“
ÿ
APFApSq
rkpAq
Corollary 5.13. Let S be an S-tree. Then N pSq “ à
APFApSq
N pAqäSA.
Proof. Let x P N pSq, given A P FApSq is clear that ApAqx åSA“ θ P RA.
Hence
N pSq Ă à
APFApSq
N pAqäSA
For any S-atom A, its rank is 2 corepAq. But actually, more can be say.
Theorem 5.14. Let A be an S-atom. The set
BRpAq :“ tev, eRpvq P RA : v P CorepAqu
is a basis of R pAq.
Proof. Let Au be the column of ApAq, the adjacency matrix of A, associated
to the vertex u. If u P SupppAq, then
Au “
ÿ
vPCorepAq
v„u
ev
If u P CorepAq, then
Au “
ÿ
vPSupppAq
v„u
ev “ eRpuq
Hence R pAq Ă xBRpAqy. Clearly BRpAq is a set of linear independent
vectors, and |BRpAq| “ 2 corepAq. Hence BRpAq is a base of R pAq.
Corollary 5.15. Let S be an S-tree. Then R pSq “ à
APFApSq
R pAqäSA.
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Proof. Let Au be the column of ApSq associated to the vertex u. If u P
SupppSq, then there exists only one A P FApSq such that u P SupppAq. Thus
Au “
ÿ
vPCorepAq
v„u
ev äSA
If u P CorepSq, then there exists only a A P FApSq such that u P CorepAq.
Thus
Au “ eRpuq äSA `
ÿ
tu,vuPBondEpSq
ev äSA
Corollary 5.16. Let S be an S-tree. Thenď
APFApSq
BRpAqäSA
is a basis of R pSq.
With BCpRGq we denote the standard basis of RG.
Corollary 5.17. Let T be a tree. Then
ď
NPFN pT q
BCpRGqäTN Y
ď
SPFSpT q
¨˝ ď
APFApSq
BRpAqäSA‚˛äTS
is a basis of R pT q.
Thus
te1, et2,3u, e4, et6,7u, e5, et7,8u, e9, et10,11,12u, e13, . . . , e18u
is a basis of R pT q, for the tree T in Figure 2.
We now define the A-set for arbitrary trees.
Definition 5.18. Let T be a tree, the A-set of T is
FApT q :“
ď
SPFSpT q
FApSq
From the definitions of S-set and S-atom we have that the A-set of a tree
T is a set of S-atoms.
Corollary 5.19. Let T be a tree. Then
R pT q “ à
NPFN pT q
R pNqäSN ‘
à
APFApT q
R pAqäSA
rkpT q “
ÿ
NPFN pT q
rkpNq `
ÿ
APFApT q
rkpAq
N pT q “ à
APFApT q
N pAqäSA
nullpT q “
ÿ
APFApT q
nullpAq
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6. S-basic trees
S-atoms whose core vertices have degree 2 play a key role in order to
find t´1, 0, 1u-bases of the null space of a tree.
Theorem 6.1. Let B be an S-atom. The following are equivalent:
1. ∆corepBq “ 2.
2. supppBq “ corepBq ` 1.
3. nullpBq “ 1.
4. νpBq “ n´ 1
2
.
5. αpBq “ n` 1
2
.
An S-atom that satisfies any (and hence all) of these conditions is called an
S-basic tree (or just S-basic).
Proof. p1 ñ 2q As B is an S-atom and all its core-vertices have degree 2
2 corepBq “epBq
“vpBq ´ 1
“ corepBq ` supppBq ´ 1
Then corepBq “ supppBq ´ 1.
p2 ñ 3q By Theorem 3.15 and (2) nullpBq “ supppBq ´ corepBq “ 1.
p3 ñ 1q If B is and S-tree and it has some core-vertex v of degree three
or more, then, by Theorem 5.8, nullpBq ě 2.
p2 ñ 4q AsB is an S-atom n “ corepBq`supppBq, by 2 n “ 2coreB`1.
p4 ô 5q As B is an S-tree, αpBq ` νpBq “ n.
4 and 5 ñ 3 By Corollary 3.16.
Figure 7: An S-basic tree B.
The following Corollary characterizes trees with nullity one.
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Corollary 6.2. A tree T has nullity one if and only if FApT q “ tBu, where
B is an S-basic.
Theorem 6.3. Let B be a subtree of an S-atom A, with vpAq ě 3, such
that:
1. if v P V pBq X CorepAq, then degBpvq “ 2,
2. if v P V pBq X SupppAq, then NBpvq “ NApvq.
Then B is an S-basic subtree of A.
Proof. Note that V pBq “ pV pBq X CorepAqq Y pV pBq X SupppAqq. Then the
hypothesis implies that
1. vpBq ě 3.
2. V pBq X CorepAq ‰ H.
3. V pBq X SupppAq ‰ H.
Let h be a pendant vertex of B. Consider the vector
ÝÑ
b phq:
ÝÑ
b phqv :“
#
p´1q dpv,hq2 if dpi, jq is even.
0 otherwise.
Claim 1 ApBqÝÑb phq “ θ.
Proof of Claim 1: As degBphq “ 1, h is a supported vertex of A: h P
V pB X SupppAq. Therefore, as A is an S-tree, for all u P V pBq X SupppAq,
dph, uq is even, and for all u P V pBq X CorepAq, dph, uq is odd. Then for
u P V pBq X SupppAq ´
ApBqÝÑb phq
¯
u
“
ÿ
v„u
ÝÑ
b phqv “ 0
because all neighbors v of u are in V pBq X CorepAq. And for u P V pBq X
CorepAq ´
ApBqÝÑb phq
¯
u
“ ÝÑb phqv1 `ÝÑb phqv2 “ ˘1¯ 1 “ 0
because all v neighbor of u is in V pBq X SupppAq.
Claim 2: If v P V pBq X SupppAq, then
´ÝÑ
b phq
¯
v
‰ 0. Hence V pBq X
SupppAq Ă SupppBq, and then CorepBq Ă V pBq X CorepAq.
Claim 3: If v P V pBq X CorepAq, then
´ÝÑ
b phq
¯
v
“ 0.
Claim 4: V pBq “ NBrV pBq X SupppAqs.
Proof of Claim 4: Let u P V pBq, but u R SupppAq. Then u P CorepAq.
Thus degBpuq“2. Therefore there exists w P V pBXSupppAq such that w „ u.
Hence u P NBrV pBq X SupppAqs. Thus V pBq Ă NBrV pBq X SupppAqs Ă
V pBq.
From the Claim 4 we conclude that V pBq “ NBrSupppBqs, thus B is an
S-tree. By Claim 2 and the hypothesis ∆corepBq “ 2. Therefore B is an
S-basic.
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Proposition 6.4. Every S-atom A has at least an S-basic subtree.
Proof. The next algorithm builds a S-basic subtree from a given S-atom A.
Algorithm 6.5 (S-Basic Subtree Algorithm). INPUT: An S-atom A, and
a vertex v of A.
1. i “ 0.
2. Bi “ tvu.
3. IF v P CorepAq:
(a) CHOSE u,w P NApvq.
(b) Bi “ tu,wu.
4. WHILE exist u P CorepAqzBi such that NApuq XBi ‰ H:
(a) i “ i` 1.
(b) CHOSE v P NApuqzBiq.
(c) Bi “ Bi´1 Y tu, vu.
5. Output: AxBiy.
It is clear that the result of the algorithm is an S-basic subtree of A.
We write SBpA, vq for a S-basic subtree of A obtained when we apply the
S-Basic subtree algorithm to the S-atom A at vertex v, see Figure 8.
v1
(a) SBpA, v1q
v1
(b) SBpA, v1q
u v2
w
(c) SBpA, v2q
u v2
w
(d) SBpA, v2q
Figure 8: Some possible results of S-Basic Subtree Algorithm for the tree T .
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Let A be an S-atom of order n, and let B be an S-basic subtree of A of
order m. Let h be a pendant vertex of B, the basic vector associated to B
and h, denoted by
ÝÝÝÑ
Bphq, is a vector in RB, whose coordinates are indexed
as follow: for each v P V pBq
ÝÝÝÑ
Bphqv :“
#
p´1q dpv,hq2 if dpi, jq is even.
0 otherwise.
As the actual pendant vertex chosen is immaterial: let u, v P SupppAq, thenÝÝÝÑ
Bpuq “ ˘ÝÝÝÑBpvq. Thus we just write ÝÑB.
7. Null space of a tree
Finding bases of the null space of a tree is a more involved task. We give
an algorithm in order to obtain an appropriated basis for the null space of
an S-atom.
Let U and V be two disjoin subtrees of a tree T . The in of U from V ,
denoted by inpU Ð V q, is the vertex of U closest to V . The out of U toward
V , denoted by outpU Ñ V q, is the first vertex out of U toward V .
U
V
inpU Ð V q
outpU Ñ V q
Figure 9: The in and out of a subgraph U in respect to the subgraph V .
Algorithm 7.1 (S-Basis Forest Algorithm). INPUT: An S-atom A.
1. Forest F “ tAu.
2. i “ 1.
3. Basic Forest FBpAq “ H.
4. Used vertices U “ H.
5. MC “ H an empty matrix whose column are indexed by the vertices
of A, and the row will be indexed by a set of S-basic trees that will be
generated.
6. WHILE F ‰ H then:
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(a) CHOSE H P F
i. j “ i.
ii. Bi “ SBSApHq.
iii. FBpAq “ FBpAq YBi.
iv. U “ V pBiq.
v. Calculate the Bi-row of MC:
MCBi,v “
$&%
p´1q if v P CorepBiqzU.
1 if v P SupppBiqzU.
0 otherwise.
(b) WHILE exist v P SupppHqzU such that degHpvq “ 1 and exist
lpvq P SupppBiq such that degHplpvqq “ 1 and dpv, lpvqq “ 2:
i. i “ i` 1.
ii. Bi “ Bi´1 ´ lpvq ` v.
iii. FBpAq “ FBpAq Y tBiu.
iv. U “ U Y tvu.
v. Calculate the Bi row of MC:
MCBi,u “
"
1 if u “ v.
0 otherwise.
(c) WHILE exist v P SupppHqzU such that degHpvq “ 1 and exist
x P NT pvq X CorepBjq:
i. CHOSE w P NBj pxq.
ii. i “ i` 1.
iii. Bi “ BjpxÑ wq ` v.
iv. FBpAq “ FBpAq Y tBiu.
v. U “ U Y tvu.
vi. Calculate the Bi row of MC:
MCBi,u “
"
1 if u “ v.
0 otherwise.
(d) Forest 1: F1 “ H ´ U .
(e) Forest 2: F2 “ H
(f) FOR EACH G P F1:
i. Find inpGÐ Bjq and outpGÑ Bjq.
ii. Chose x P NBj poutpGÑ Bjqq.
iii. G “ G`BjpxÑ outpGÑ Bjqq.
iv. F2 “ F2Y tGu.
(g) F “ F2Y pFzHq.
7. OUTPUT: FBpAq.
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It is clear that the result of the algorithm is a forest of S-basic subtrees
of A. We write FBpAq for the forest of S-basic subtrees of A that is obtained
when we apply the S-basis forest algorithm to the S-atom A.
The matrix MC was built in order to prove the following result:
Lemma 7.2. Let A be an S-atom . Then
|FBpAq| “ supppAq ´ corepAq
Proof. Just double counting over the entries of MC.
Theorem 7.3. Let A be an S-atom. The set
ÝÝÝÝÑFBpAq :“ tÝÑB äAB : B P FBpAqu
called a forest basis of A, is a base of N pAq.
Proof. Clearly
ÝÝÝÝÑFBpAq is a nonempty set of linearly independent vectors.
Besides, given
ÝÑ
B the vector associated to B P FBpAq
ApAqÝÑB äAB“ θ
Hence, by Lemma 7.2,
ÝÝÝÝÑFBpAq is a basis of N pAq.
Each vector
ÝÑ
B P ÝÝÝÝÑFBpAq is associated to some S-basic subtree B ď A,
we will say that
ÝÑ
B is a S-basic vector of A.
Corollary 7.4. Let S be an S-tree. Thenď
APFApSq
ÝÝÝÝÑFBpAqäSA
is a base of N pSq.
Corollary 7.5. Let T be a tree. Then
ď
SPFSpT q
¨˝ ď
APFApSq
ÝÝÝÝÑFBpAqäSA‚˛äTS
is a base of N pT q.
Thus
te2 ´ e3, e10 ´ e11, e10 ´ e12, e6 ´ e7 ` e8u
is a basis of N pT q for the tree T in Figure 2.
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